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Hello Boyz and Gilrz.
So... The Best Of 2017 has come to an end with some pretty awesome images and choices.
Congrats to all who participate in the Event and to all who made it possible by creating and posting
such fantastic and mindblowing art at HeroMorph.

We Thank you for sharing your talent with us.

Moving on... We have a new Theme (Abluee) and with that also a few changes. You will see them in
the coming months depending on my minions spare time. One don't really find good help this days
anymore.

But while this new theme was being created, I noticed we had/have some pretty vulgar social icons.
Just take a look at the ones in our footer:

http://heromorph.com/heromorph2
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And then it came to me, Heromoprh is a place with so many talented people around that we can
come up with something better looking... So, how about a challenge among our fellow heromorphers
to see what they can came up with?

So, for the February Challenge, your mission, if you decide to accept it, is to make some Social Icons
(Facebook, Twitter, Google+, etc...), using Heromorph as theme.
You can use Lady Heromorph or any of the site's characters and you can make as many icons as
you want, you can make as a set or just one...
It can be just for one Social site where Lady Hermorph as an account or for any other you know,
even if we don't have an account there.
If you want, you can also create some fanpages headers (for Facebook and Google +) to go along
with the icons.
When posting your works, post them as .png files and put on the title: "your name's Heromorph
Icons: icon/set name".
Go nuts.
The winner will be the one we gonna use his icons at Heromorph new theme... or any other theme
my minions create in the future.
The prize will be a personalized rank, Gold Membership (if the winner it's not already one) and full
credit for the icons used in the footer section.

http://heromorph.com/heromorph2
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